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ABSTRACT 

PUBLIC PERCEPTION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SEVEN 
COUNTERTERRORISM PRACTICES 

R. Christopher C. Hild, M.A. 

George Mason University, 2013 

Director: Dr. Devon Johnson 

 

This thesis focuses on public perception of the effectiveness of seven counterterrorism 

practices and policies. Using a survey of undergraduate and graduate students from 2005, 

this study examines two research questions: 1) Does the public believe specific 

counterterrorism strategies—installing video surveillance cameras in public places, 

conducting bag and package searches on planes, trains, subways and buses, monitoring 

internet communications, examining financial statements, monitoring telephone 

communications, reviewing library records and examining medical records—are 

effective, and 2) What factors influence perceptions of effectiveness? The results indicate 

that a vast majority of respondents believe that the practices are effective, with the 

exception of reviewing library records and examining medical records. Findings from 

multivariate analyses suggest that confidence in the government to prevent terrorism is a 

key predictor of perceived effectiveness across all seven practices.
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INTRODUCTION 

When it was passed on October 26, 2001, the USA Patriot Act included little, if 

any, publicly available empirical evidence to support the counterterrorism measures 

included within its pages. At that time, there was little empirical scholarship on the issue 

of terrorism inside the United States (Perl, 2005; Lum, Kennedy & Sherley, 2006). In 

response to the political pressure to “do something” (Garland, 2001) after the attacks of 

September 11, 2001 (9/11), as well as a dearth of available empirical evidence, the Act 

passed in record time. Arguably, its passage relied on public perception of the threat and 

fear of terrorism as well as public trust (Nakhaie & de Lint, 2013) and perception of the 

Act’s effectiveness to counter terrorism.  

Despite the fact that terrorism was a growing concern among security 

practitioners throughout the 1990s (Herron & Jenkins-Smith, 2006), it was not until after 

9/11 that scholars began exploring the effectiveness of counterterrorism policies and 

practices (Lum et. al, 2006, Lum et. al, 2008; Perl, 2005). Similarly, terrorism was not a 

significant area of study for public opinion scholars. In addition to a lack of scholarly 

attention, terrorism was not a concern of the general public either, highlighted by the fact 

that in early September 2001 the American public ranked the economy as the “most 

important problem” facing the country, while terrorism registered zero responses (Lewis, 

2005). Despite previous terrorist attacks directed at the U.S. (domestic and foreign), it 
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was not until after 9/11 that questions and concerns about terrorism and counterterrorism 

policy consistently appeared in public opinion research (Lewis, 2000 & 2005).   

On March 9, 2006, the USA Patriot Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 

2005 was signed into law. Again, evidence-based research on terrorism and 

counterterrorism was limited, due to an inability to obtain data because of national 

security concerns (Lum & Kennedy eds., 2012). Even when robust empirical evidence is 

available, it is thought that policymakers’ decisions are greatly influenced by public 

opinion and perception (Prewitt, Schwandt, and Straf, 2012). At the time of the Act’s 

reauthorization, surveys and polls frequently queried the public about their fear of 

terrorism, support for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, support for civil liberties versus 

security in a post 9/11 world, as well as their initial support for the Patriot Act in 2001 

(Davis, 2007; Davis & Silver, 2004; Bloch-Elkon 2007 & 2011). Given the lack of 

evidence-based research at the time, it is possible that policy decision making and 

discourse on the Reauthorization Act was acutely focused on public opinion and 

perceptions of counterterrorism strategy.  

While it is commonly assumed that policymakers use public opinion to help reach 

their decisions (Stimson, 2004; Herron & Jenkins-Smith, 2006; Ripberger, 2011; Prewitt 

et al., 2012; Lum & Kennedy, 2012), there is limited research that empirically verifies 

what factors directly influence the policies they support (Page & Shapiro, 1983; Prewitt 

et. al., 2012). Similar to evidence-based counterterrorism research, investigation into the 

role that public opinion polling and surveys play on decision making is also limited and 

complex.  
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Nevertheless, public opinion polling and surveys have become more prevalent 

and visible to the public than evidence-based counterterrorism research since 9/11. 

Because it is likely that policy decisions regarding terrorism and counterterrorism are 

determined or significantly influenced by public opinions and perceptions, it is important 

to assess what opinions and attitudes have been measured. After 9/11 and up until the 

Reauthorization Act in 2006, polls and surveys consistently asked the public questions 

about their fear of terrorism, their perceived threat of terrorism and their attitudes on civil 

liberties versus security. Interestingly, however, public opinion polling and scholarship 

rarely asked direct questions about individuals’ perceptions of the effectiveness of 

specific counterterrorism practices, such as those included in the Reauthorization Act. 

On account of the obstacles that empirical research on counterterrorism faces 

(Lafree & Dugan, 2009; Lafree & Ackerman, 2009; Lafree & Frelich, 2012; Spencer, 

2006; Van Um & Pisoiu, 2011), and policymakers’ assumed reliance on public 

perception to formulate policymakers’ decisions, this study delves more deeply into 

public perception of counterterrorism effectiveness. It asks the questions: 1) Does the 

public believe specific counterterrorism strategies—installing video surveillance cameras 

in public places, conducting bag and package searches on planes, trains, subways and 

buses, monitoring internet communications, examining financial statements, monitoring 

telephone communications, reviewing library records and examining medical records—

are effective, and 2) What factors influence perceptions of effectiveness? These questions 

explore individuals’ perceived effectiveness of counterterrorism practices that were 

included or proposed in the Reauthorization Act of 2006, and that may also have 
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influenced policymakers’ decision to vote in favor of the Act. The second part of this 

research examines the relationship between common public opinion measures that may 

influence individual perceptions of effectiveness. The following section provides an 

overview of public opinion paradigms in criminology and concludes with a review of 

opinion polling and survey research on counterterrorism. 
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BACKGROUND 

Public'Opinion'and'Policy'Making'Paradigms'

Subjective interpretation, politics, emotions, and public opinion (informed or 

uninformed) can have significant impact on, and are all a crucial part of, the policy 

making process (Gest, 2001; Garland, 2001; Beckett, 1997). Two competing paradigms 

emerge within criminological discourse on the role of public opinion in policymaking, 

and each attempts to explain the key role that politics and public opinion play in crafting 

crime and security policies. The first, and more common argument, is that any issue, such 

as crime or terrorism, becomes a national issue because it is what the people are 

interested in or want to know more about (Beckett, 1997; Zimring & Johnson, 2006; 

Roberts & Hough, 2002). That is, public attitudes are an embodiment of “democracy at 

work” and are what drive politicians and other outlets, such as the media, to focus on 

certain issues (Beckett, 1997; Roberts & Hough, 2002; Zimring & Johnson, 2006). This 

theory can be used to explain the amount of coverage and exposure terrorism news and 

politics generated after the attacks on 9/11. Even though other terrorist attacks occurred 

on US soil prior to September 2001, (e.g. Oklahoma City in 1995 and the World Trade 

Center bombing in 1993), terrorism did not become a primary concern for the nation 

because our attention was focused elsewhere (Lewis, 2005; Lewis, 2000). The public 

reacted differently to 9/11, which catapulted terrorism to the primary concern of the 
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nation. Thus, increased demand from the public for information on terrorism amplified 

political and media attention on the issue.  

To the contrary, there are those who believe that terrorism and other policy issues 

become important political and policy issues because there is a cadre of elite 

“claimsmakers” who push politicians and the media to create an atmosphere that plays on 

the public’s fears in order to accomplish their agenda (Beckett, 1997; Gest, 2001, Roberts 

& Hough, 2002). According to Beckett (1997) the persons who drive the national 

dialogue are the elite claimsmakers, those who control access and have the power to 

promote and disseminate their ideas across multiple media platforms. These actors frame 

contentious political and policy issues to their personal benefit (Beckett, 1997).  

An example of the controversial role that politics can play in a policy debate is 

illustrated by Beckett (1997), who posited that the demise of rehabilitation and the rise of 

retributive criminal justice policies in the 1970s was caused, in part, by policymakers’ 

framing of the issue around the public’s fear of crime, and not a sudden public outcry for 

punitive policies. Beckett’s (1997) argument is that punitive penal policies were 

implemented because elites controlled the framing of the issue, which sparked national 

concern. Additionally, claimsmakers view the public as “misinformed” on policy issues 

and try to influence and shape public opinion so that it conforms to their policy goals 

(Roberts & Hough, 2002). Therefore, neither the public nor the empirical scholarship 

drives policy debate; rather, the public is often told what to be concerned with, afraid of, 

and angry about (Beckett, 1997). Narratives created and driven by elites overshadow 

proven empirical evidence that is contradictory and build public support by using their 
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positions of authority and power to gain trust and consensus from the public (Beckett, 

1997; Garland, 2001; Gest, 2003; Nakhaie & de Lint, 2013).  

According to this perspective, public support for counterterrorism and security 

policies in the United States has followed a similar pattern since 9/11. As with retributive 

crime policies from the 1970s and through the 2000s, it is suggested that the public is 

guided by elite claimsmakers to favor counterterrorism policies through the emotional 

appeals to fear and threats of terrorism. As a result, policymaking is not driven by the 

American electorate or objective empirical evidence (Merola, 2011; Cohen, Ogilvie, 

Solomon, Greenberg, & Pyszczynski, 2005; Craft & Wanta, 2004; Landau, Solomon, 

Greenberg, Cohen, Pyszczynski, Arndt, Miller, Ogilvie & Cook, 2004).  

Concurrently, other scholars contend that the elite claimsmaker paradigm is 

incorrect. Rather, what drives policymaking is public opinion itself or the “democracy at 

work” paradigm (Stimson, 2004). In this case, the political narrative is driven by the 

desires of the American public and adhered to by elites, who then enact publicly desired 

counterterrorism, or any other legislated, policy. Elites, according to Stimson (2004) and 

Prewitt et al. (2012), are, and must be, keenly aware of, and respond to, public opinion in 

order to maintain their positions in government because the democratic process mandates 

that policymakers be subject to the will of their constituencies.  

It may be that neither the elite claimsmaker nor democracy at work framework is 

entirely correct. Instead, it may be that public opinion does not move in a linear direction 

(Stimson, 2004; Matthew & Shambaugh, 2005). According to Stimson (2004), the public 

response to each election or policy is dependent on multiple contextual and sociopolitical 
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factors. He acknowledges that “Instead, what counts as political change, even dramatic 

political change, is produced by quite small numbers of people moving systematically” 

(pg. 159). This means that neither a small number of elite claimsmakers or sudden and 

overwhelming public demand drive political change. Rather, Stimson (2004) 

conceptualizes the democracy at work paradigm of policymaking as an ebb and flow, like 

the tide of the ocean. In this case, political movements and public opinions build slowly 

and over time interacting with government decisions and current events (Stimson, 2004; 

Jackson, 2011). Eventually, public support and momentum swells over time and drives 

policymaking.  

Despite their apparent differences, both the elite claimsmaker and democracy at 

work frameworks illustrate the power of the public in policymaking process and the 

necessity for scholars to understand it. Each paradigm highlights the fact that scholarship 

and scientific “evidence” do not and cannot always drive or overwhelmingly influence 

policy debates and decisions. Neither paradigm supports the argument that research 

evidence is a cause or major factor in the formation of criminal justice or 

counterterrorism policy in the United States. Rather, each theory demonstrates the 

absence of scientific evidence within the policymaking realm. Therefore, the importance 

of public opinion and politics in generating policy decisions cannot be overstated, 

especially since evidence-based counterterrorism research remains challenged by 

methodological and access constraints (Perl, 2005). As a result, it is important to study 

the complex relationship between public opinion, politics and counterterrorism policy.  
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Polls'and'Analysis'of'Public'Opinion'on'Counterterrorism'

Counterterrorism was not a major focus of public opinion polling prior to 9/11. It 

was not until October 2001 that the American public ranked terrorism as one of the 

country’s most pressing concerns (Lewis, 2005). Currently, opinion polls illustrate a 

gradual decline in the importance and fear of terrorism (The Pew Research Center, 2011; 

Bloch-Elkon, 2011). Despite this recent trend, however, there is no indication that 

terrorism will ever be considered one of the country’s least pressing concerns, as it was 

prior to 9/11. More importantly, U.S. public opinion measures that are terrorism-related 

reflect a pattern of peaks and valleys, fluctuating over time and in response to current 

events (Stimson, 2004; The Pew Research Center, 2012).1 

National opinion polls are commonly used to measure the pulse of United States’ 

citizens. News agencies, research think tanks (such as The Pew Research Center), 

political offices, and private industry routinely conduct polls. As a result, it is impossible 

to track every nationwide poll that is conducted, however, the website pollingreport.com 

provides a robust record of major opinion polls throughout the country covering a variety 

of topics, including terrorism. This paper uses pollingreport.com’s (2013) “terrorism” 

polling database to evaluate opinion polls of perceived effectiveness of counterterrorism 

methods.  

                                                
1 After an initial rise in importance among the American public following 9/11, issues related to terrorism 
policy have dropped to third most important, behind the economy and jobs (PEW, 2012). Similarly, there 
was also an uptick in public support for more stringent counterterrorism policies right after September 11 
(Matthew & Shambaugh, 2005), followed by a long-term decrease in support for this initial reaction 
(Davis, 2007). This trend is also reflected in polls conducted immediately following the Boston Marathon 
Bombing on April 15, 2013 (pollingreport.com).!
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According to Lewis (2005), most opinion polls on terrorism were not asked until 

after 9/11. Furthermore, an examination of pollingreport.com’s terrorism database 

illustrates that, over the last 12 years, opinion polls have inconsistently attempted to 

capture public perception of effectiveness regarding counterterrorism strategy and policy. 

The first cataloged opinion poll was conducted by Ipsos-Reid, on September 11, 2001, 

and asked a nationwide sample of 500 adults questions that ranged from: “How much 

confidence and how much has your confidence changed in President Bush, law 

enforcement agencies such as the FBI, U.S. military defense and the like?” and “Do you 

think today’s events will fundamentally change things forever?” Similarly, a Los Angeles 

Times poll conducted on September 13 and 14, 2001, asked respondents if they 

“approved or disapproved of actions taken by the government immediately following the 

attack.”  

Interestingly, few questions were asked immediately following 9/11 that directly 

captured public perceptions of effectiveness for proposed or newly implemented 

counterterrorism practices and policies. One instance in which survey respondents 

addressed “effectiveness” was when they were asked to comment on Senator John 

McCain’s opinion that, “…the country’s intelligence operations have become less 

effective over the past decade,” and whether or not he or she believed that intelligence 

operations should become a higher national budget priority. Although related to broader 

policy concerns, the question failed to directly address public perception of the 

effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices. 
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Perhaps the most in-depth examination of public perceptions of counterterrorism 

effectiveness occurred from September 20-21, 2001, when Newsweek conducted a poll of 

1,005 adults nationwide. Newsweek asked, “How effective do you think each of the 

following would be in preventing terrorist attacks in the future?” Respondents were asked 

to state whether they believed the specific tactic was very effective, somewhat effective, 

not too effective, or not at all effective. The methods for preventing terrorist attacks 

included: having more intelligence agents in the field to monitor terrorist activities and 

infiltrate terrorist groups; locating and freezing the sources of funding that support 

terrorism, even if it intrudes on normal banking operations; capturing and putting on trial 

Osama bin Laden and others suspected of orchestrating terrorist attacks; military strikes 

against terrorist targets, even if there might be civilian casualties; and, killing suspected 

leaders, as Israel does (pollingreport.com). In each case, the public overwhelmingly 

reported that the measures presented were very to somewhat effective (see Appendix A). 

Unfortunately, responses from the Newsweek poll provide one of the only reviews of how 

the public perceives a variety of implemented or possible counterterrorism tactics. 

Rather, opinion polls continue to focus on general measures of support for broad polices 

such as the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, confidence in the government or specific 

agencies and public figures, support for civil liberties, perceived fear, and the threat of 

terrorism (ABC News Poll, Oct 24, 2001; CNN/USA Today/Gallup Poll, Oct 19-21, 

2001).  

Despite the passage of the USA Patriot Act and other counterterrorism strategies 

and practices, there is a considerable lack of comprehensive opinion data on public 
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perception of effectiveness for specific counterterrorism policies. One poll asked 

respondents whether or not they believed that the creation of the Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS) would be “very effective, somewhat effective, not too 

effective, or not effective at all in preventing terrorism” (CNN/USA Today/Gallup Poll 

June 7-8, 2002). Somewhat unsurprisingly, with 9/11 still fresh in their memories, 75 

percent of respondents said that they thought DHS would be very effective or somewhat 

effective, similar to the perceptions of the counterterrorism methods included in 

Newsweek’s poll. Unfortunately, however, there were no follow up questions that asked 

about details of U.S. counterterrorism strategy or the perceived effectiveness of specific 

counterterrorism policies that could be compared to those used in Newsweek. Gallup 

conducted the same poll six months later and discovered that only 65 percent of 

respondents believed that DHS would be very or somewhat effective, a drop of 10 points 

(Carlson, 2002). Again, questions regarding public perceived effectiveness of additional 

counterterrorism strategies or practices remained unexplored.  

Polling on the perceived effectiveness of specific counterterrorism policies and 

practices continued in limited fashion and usually occurred in response to terrorist events 

around the world. In July 2005, a FOX News/Opinion Dynamics Poll asked, “Do you 

think the random bag and package searches on certain public transportation systems 

around the country are mostly for show or are they effective ways to prevent future 

terrorist attacks?” Sixty percent of those surveyed believed that bag and package searches 

are effective ways to prevent terrorism on public transportation system. Although this 

question provides an insightful response, the poll limited its investigation to this one 
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policy because it provided a direct link to the London Underground bombing that 

occurred earlier that month.  

Even when current events precipitated polling on terrorism and counterterrorism, 

respondents were infrequently asked about their perceptions of effectiveness. A FOX 

News/Opinion Dynamics poll conducted prior to the reauthorization of the Patriot Act 

mentioned that “Some people say the Patriot Act is a necessary and effective tool in 

preventing terrorist attacks…” but neglected to ask about the effectiveness of the Patriot 

Act and specific practices it authorized. Instead, opinions on whether or not “the Patriot 

Act is a good thing for America or a bad thing for America” were recorded. Meanwhile, a 

CBS News poll conducted in January 2006 captured several interesting results from 

questions regarding public perception of specific counterterrorism policies. In the poll, 

CBS asked: “In general, if the government monitors some phone calls and e-mails made 

in the U.S., how effective do you think that would be in stopping terrorist threats to the 

United States?” A combined 63 percent thought monitoring phone calls would be very 

effective or somewhat effective. However, similar to the poll about baggage searches, 

CBS’ inquiry into monitoring telephone communications was in direct response to 

allegations of National Security Agency (NSA) wiretapping that was approved by the 

Bush Administration in 2002 (Risen & Lichtblau, 2005) and did not include a wider array 

of questions, counterterrorism programs or tactics. CBS also asked the public in May of 

2006: “Do you think collecting the records of phone calls made in the United States will 

or will not be effective in reducing the threat of terrorism?” In this case, only 46 percent 

of respondents believed that collecting phone records would be effective in reducing the 
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threat of terrorism. Again, questions of perceived effectiveness were limited to one 

question and subject—NSA warrantless wiretapping. These questions exemplify the 

present difficulty of understanding perceived effectiveness of specific counterterrorism 

policies. The question by FOX New/Opinion Dynamics is too broad and leaves too much 

room for interpretation and, similar to the questions posed by CBS in January and May 

2006, represents a missed opportunity to draw comparison to the results collected by 

Newsweek in 2001 or the specific polices included within the Patriot Act.  

More recently, opinion polling on perceived effectiveness of specific 

counterterrorism policies follows a similar pattern, revolving around major terrorist 

incidents and political controversy. Due to attempted terrorist attacks in the U.S., like the 

attempted Christmas Day bombing by Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab in 2009, a majority 

of questions maintain a focus on public transportation, particularly airport security and 

screening methods. For example, in a poll conducted January 6-10, 2010, 24 percent of 

respondents believed that implementation of more comprehensive screening at airports 

would be very effective in stopping future terrorist attacks, while 55 percent believed it 

would be somewhat effective (CBS News Poll). Although several polls are more 

comprehensive and specific when asking about perception of effectiveness, they maintain 

a limited focus on airport security and do not expand into other areas of counterterrorism 

policy (Ipsos/Mcclatchy, Jan 2010; USA Today/Gallup, Nov 2010).  

Comprehensive insight into specific perceptions of effectiveness often gives way 

to more general inferences. More typically, opinion polls ask general questions such as 

whether or not the Bush Administration had made the U.S. safer from terrorism (CBS 
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News/New York Times Poll, Aug 17-21, 2006 & Sep 4-9, 2007); which would have a 

greater effect in reducing the threat of terrorism: increasing US military presence over 

seas or decreasing it (Pew Research Center for the People & the Press Aug 9-13, 2006); 

what effect has Guantanamo Bay prison had on national security (USA Today/Gallup 

Poll, May 29-31, 2009); has the United States been effective or lucky in preventing 

terrorist attacks (FOX News/Opinion Dynamics, May 2010); did the killing of Osama bin 

Laden have an effect on the threat of terrorism in the U.S. (AP-GfK Poll, May 3-7, 2012). 

As a consequence, there is much room for interpretation and inference regarding the 

perceived effectiveness of U.S. counterterrorism, rather than direct analysis.  

Post 9/11, much opinion polling also focused on civil liberties in order to draw 

conclusions as to whether or not American culture or beliefs had fundamentally changed 

(Davis, 2007). Although the examination of opinion on civil liberties and security often 

incorporates specific current or proposed counterterrorism policies that are also of 

interest for understanding public perception of counterterrorism, such measures have not 

been empirically validated as accurate reflections of public perception of effectiveness. 

For example, The Pew Research Center (2011) administered a set of questions 

immediately following 9/11 (and also in 2002, 2006 and 2011) that were designed to 

measure whether or not citizens were willing to give up civil liberties in order to protect 

the country. Although the percentage of responses for those who thought it was necessary 

to give up civil liberties in order to curb terrorism declined from 55 to 40 percent between 

2001 and 2011, without further analysis the conclusion cannot be drawn that this pattern 

also reflects an increase in perceived effectiveness of U.S. counterterrorism measures. 
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Furthermore, even general measures of perceived effectiveness cannot be used to 

draw conclusions of perceptions on specific policies. Following the Boston Marathon 

Bombing in April 2013, The Pew Research Center asked: “All things considered, do you 

think the steps the government has taken since September 11th, 2001, have made the 

country safer from terrorism, or have they not had much of an effect?” Sixty percent 

believed that they made the country much safer, whereas 35 percent did not. Although it 

is encouraging to see that 60 percent of the public believes that the steps taken since 9/11 

have been effective, it is impossible to know which specific policies or practices 

respondents were thinking of at the time.  

Due to a lack of direct measurement, reviews and analysis of public opinion 

polling on public perception of counterterrorism effectiveness are imprecise. In two 

reviews of opinion polls on terrorism after 9/11, Bloch-Elkon (2007; 2011) illustrates the 

public’s perceived effectiveness of counterterrorism by utilizing broad responses from 

polls that directly measured Americans’ perceptions of the federal government’s efforts 

to prevent terrorism after 9/11, not the effectiveness of specific counterterrorism 

measures. Rather than drawing conclusions from broad questions on counterterrorism 

effectiveness, Bloch-Elkon (2007) draws conclusions about the public’s perception of 

counterterrorism effectiveness, Americans’ confidence in the government, how they 

evaluated the effectiveness of actions at home and abroad, security surrounding 

vulnerable targets, the tradeoff between security and civil liberties, as well as the Bush 

administration’s homeland security efforts. Unfortunately, analysis that relies on a variety 

of generalized measures does not portray an accurate picture of public perception of 
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effectiveness on any particular counterterrorism policy. Although each of the questions 

examined by Bloch-Elkon (2007 & 2011) are important to investigate, the data available 

from opinion polling does not accurately measure or allow for broad or specific 

conclusions as to how the public perceives the effectiveness of specific counterterrorism 

policies.  

Bloch-Elkon’s (2007 & 2011) attempt to shed light on public perception of 

counterterrorism effectiveness exemplifies the current limits of opinion polling analysis. 

Conclusions can only be drawn based on the data that is available and the questions that 

have been asked. As illustrated through a review of polling over the last 12 years, polling 

questions often do not directly measure effectiveness. Yet, despite this, polling analysis 

often uses generalized questions to make statements about public perception of 

counterterrorism effectiveness.  

Analysis of opinion polls also suffers because of traditional methodological 

constraints. The way questions are worded, how they are asked, and to whom they are 

asked is an integral part of survey research. While useful, generality can withhold 

important nuances that can only be uncovered through direct questioning. The framing of 

polling questions is an important process. It allows ample opportunity for surveyors to 

uncover information about American perceptions and opinions, but it also presents equal 

opportunity to miss key pieces of information if questions are non-specific. As Bloch-

Elkon’s (2011) analysis of polling results demonstrates, when a question is asked 

broadly, results differ in comparison to more direct and specific measures (Applegate et 

al, 1996). For example, when the question, “What do you think is the most important 
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problem facing this country today?” was asked, the response, “terrorism” dropped from 

46 percent in October 2001 to four percent in May 2010 (Bloch-Elkon, 2011, pg. 369). 

Yet, when respondents were asked more specific questions about their concern “that 

another terrorist attack would occur ‘soon,’ a large majority of the public continued to be 

worried…” (Bloch-Elkon, 2011, pg. 371). Similar results could be expected if a poll 

asked a general question about the effectiveness of the Patriot Act versus asking about the 

effectiveness of each counterterrorism method incorporated within the Patriot Act.  

Concern may also arise even if opinion polls only focus on specific 

counterterrorism policies and practices. As noted earlier, opinion polls are often a 

snapshot in time and are conducted in response to an immediate crisis or public concern. 

Therefore, while general responses to questions of counterterrorism effectiveness may 

not provide enough depth, specific questions about one type of policy may cloud the 

overall perception of the public due to a recent attack or current event. For example, an 

Ipsos/McClatchy Poll from January 2010 asked a nationwide sample of 1,336 adults: 

“How much do you agree or disagree whether you think that each of the following 

measures is effective in reducing the risk of terrorism?” (pollingreport.com). The specific 

measures included: “Better coordination of intelligence collected by different government 

agencies about potentially dangerous passengers”; “Body scans or full body searches at 

airports”; “Further carry-on luggage restrictions”; and “ Further in-flight restrictions such 

as banning the use of electronic equipment, requiring passengers to stay seated or to keep 

items off their laps.” Although this poll provides depth and perception of specific 

policies, these questions and responses directly related to airline security concerns after 
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the attempted bombing of an airline over Detroit on Christmas Day, 2009. Consequently, 

it is impossible to know to what extent and for how long this attempted attack influenced 

public perception of airline security effectiveness. In order to ensure consistent and 

accurate analysis of perceived effectiveness, questions need to be replicated over time 

and during periods that are unaltered by major terrorist attacks or scandal.  

Despite the fact that opinion polls only provide a snapshot in time, direct 

measures of perceived effectiveness provide more accurate analysis than general 

measures of opinion, such as confidence in the government to prevent terrorism and how 

well the government is doing in reducing terrorism, fear of a terrorist attack, or measures 

of public attitudes toward the enforcement of civil liberties and security 

(pollingreport.com). Even though public perception of counterterrorism effectiveness 

may be correlated to a broader set of questions on counterterrorism, conclusions about a 

direct relationship, or the probability of a relationship, should not be drawn unless there is 

empirical evidence that supports them. However, because there are few polls that 

specifically focus on perceptions of effectiveness of specific counterterrorism policies 

and practices, inferences are drawn from other measures. As a consequence, consumers 

of opinion polls and analysis are unable to clearly understand how the public perceives 

the effectiveness of specific counterterrorism policies.  

Academic'Research'on'Public'Perception'of'Counterterrorism'Effectiveness'

A key difference between academic survey research on public opinion and 

opinion polling is that academic survey research often includes rich historical context and 

information about the respondents, which allows for a more robust discussion of survey 
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results. Although surveys face limitations similar to opinion polls, such as timeliness and 

cost, academic research is more equipped to study long-term trends and changes in public 

opinion while also providing necessary details about the survey respondents and the 

environmental context from which it was derived and detail any possible causal 

relationships (Davis, 2007).  

Despite these differences, however, opinion polling and academic survey research 

on counterterrorism have developed in a similar manner since 9/11. Much like opinion 

polling, survey research on counterterrorism was not prominent prior to 9/11. After the 

attacks, research focused on several areas of study: public confidence in the government 

to protect citizens from terrorism (Gross, Brewer & Aday, 2009; Baldwin, Ramaprasad, 

& Samsa, 2008; Nakhaie & de Lint, 2013); how well the government is doing in reducing 

the threat of terrorism (Huddy, Fedlman, Capelos & Provost, 2002; Huddy, Feldman, & 

Weber, 2007; Malhotra & Popp, 2012; Woods, 2011); their fear of another terrorist attack 

(Forst & Lynch, 2011; Huddy, Feldman, Taber & Lahav, 2005; Huddy, Feldman & 

Cassese, 2007; Sunstein, 2001); and, whether or not it is necessary to give up civil 

liberties to protect the country from terrorism (Mondak & Hurwitz, 2012; Davis & Silver, 

2004; Davis, 2007; Jenkins-Smith & Herron, 2009; Lewis, 2005; Schildkraut, 2009; 

Sullivan & Hendriks, 2009). As with opinion polling, there is little survey research that 

directly examines general or specific perception of counterterrorism effectiveness.  

Much survey research on terrorism and counterterrorism focuses on analyzing 

public perception regarding the appropriate balance between security and civil liberties 

(Davis, 2007; Davis & Silver, 2004; Huddy et al., 2005; Lewis, 2005; Nakhaie & de Lint, 
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2013). Scholars investigating this line of inquiry place strong emphasis on the historical 

implications of 9/11 in regard to whether or not American attitudes and perceptions were 

significantly, and perhaps permanently, altered by an unanticipated terrorist attack 

(Sullivan & Hendriks, 2009). Almost as the attack happened, it was thought that a 

fundamental cultural shift might take place in the United States (Davis, 2007). Initial 

research uncovered that American trust in the government reached levels unheard of in 

previous decades, there was an intense desire to be secure from future acts of terrorism, 

and overall support for counterterrorism policies (Davis, 2007).  

Public reaction to 9/11 was met with quick action by policymakers. Without 

significant or evidence-based debate over counterterrorism methods, legislators passed 

the USA Patriot Act, which granted the government unprecedented power to secure the 

homeland and provided, what some considered controversial, tools to fight and prevent 

terrorism (Merola, 2011; Johnson, Brazier, Forrest, Ketelhut, Mason & Mitchell, 2011). 

In response, survey research on counterterrorism brought forward the possibility of a 

fundamental shift in American values—away from protecting democratic rights and 

ideals toward restrictive and intrusive security measures (Davis, 2007; Jenkins-Smith & 

Herron, 2009). As Davis and Silver (2004) noted, the purpose of scholars and researchers 

was to examine whether or not there was a change in public willingness to protect civil 

rights, not the potential role of perceived effectiveness in counterterrorism policymaking. 

Davis’ (2007) study of public opinion after 9/11 notes that the expected long-term shift 

away from protecting civil liberties toward ensuring safety and security never 

materialized. As in public opinion polls, academic research discovered a swing in 
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preference for security over civil liberties in the initial weeks and months after the 

terrorist attacks, which was tied to a series of rational tradeoffs in the minds of the 

respondents following the aftermath of 9/11 (Davis & Silver, 2004; Davis, 2007; 

Macdonald, 2008). Survey research mirrored that of opinion polling, demonstrating that 

that public opinion continually rises and falls as environmental context changes (Stimson, 

2004; Jackson, 2011).  

Another major area of focus for public opinion scholars has been the importance 

of “trust the government” and individual’s support for more stringent counterterrorism 

policies (Davis & Silver, 2004; Nakhaie & de Lint, 2013). Davis and Silver (2004) 

demonstrated that low levels of trust in the government could be used to gauge an 

individual’s willingness to trade civil liberties for security. Similarly, Nakhaie and de 

Lint (2013) detail the importance that trust may have on the implementation of more 

intrusive counterterrorism policies. Nakhaie and de Lint (2013) found that an individual’s 

trust in government plays a critical role in supporting surveillance policies. This 

interaction is important to the future of research on perception of effectiveness because 

trust in the government may also shed light on individual perceptions of counterterrorism 

effectiveness.  

Research on a similar factor, “confidence in the government,” suggests that 

variations between individuals, emotional factors, and context, can influence perceptions 

(Gross & Aday, 2009; Baldwin & Samsa, 2008). Gross and Aday (2009) noted that after 

9/11 confidence was at its highest levels, which they considered to be “a rally effect.” 

Likewise, Baldwin and Samsa (2008), conclude that it is possible that public confidence 
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in the government can be altered by these factors. Thus, analysts must be cognizant of 

contextual events that may affect measures of confidence in the government, as well as 

other perceptions of counterterrorism.  

Direct'Measures'of'Perceived'Effectiveness'

A recent study by Gabbidon, Higgins, and Nelson (2012), provides an example of 

the significance that the study of public perception of effectiveness can have on public 

policy. The study examined whether or not participants’ perceived effectiveness of racial 

profiling in airports explained their support of the practice, as well as their belief that the 

practice was routinely used as an airport security measure. It was discovered that those 

who considered the practice of racial profiling to be effective were more likely to support 

the policy and to think that it was occurring in airports. This perception was maintained 

even though, as Gabbidon et al. (2012) noted, there is no evidence of a significant 

decrease in terrorism or crime due to profiling.  

Although perception of effectiveness was used as an independent variable, this 

finding highlights the importance and potential for the evaluation of direct measures of 

public perception of specific counterterrorism policies in academic survey research by 

demonstrating the possibility of significant relationship between public perception of 

effectiveness and support of a particular counterterrorism policy. It also makes plausible 

the exploration of perception of effectiveness as a dependent variable.  

Furthermore, Gabbidon et al.’s (2012) finding brings to light the reality that, 

despite or in absence of scientific evidence, the public will still support a policy because 

they perceive it to be effective. As Gabbidon et al. (2012) note: 
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“In short, if you believe that the practice works, you must believe that any 
reasonable security force (public or private) would be using the approach. 
The only problem with this thinking is that there is no scholarly evidence, 
to our knowledge, that supports that racial profiling is an effective strategy 
at airports. Unfortunately, in the absence of presenting respondents with 
evidence to contradict their beliefs, they will continue to harbor the belief 
that profiling is effective” (263). 

Although there is an overall belief among his respondents that racial profiling is not 

effective, there is a continuing need to further educate those who believe otherwise. 

Therefore, there is a need and a responsibility for scholars to continue to examine 

perceptions of effectiveness and challenge those that have been disproven by empirical 

evidence.  Otherwise, the possibility remains that policies and practices will be 

implemented with the support of a misinformed public (Indermaur & Hough, 2002).  
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THE PRESENT STUDY 

A review of opinion polling and survey research on terrorism and 

counterterrorism illustrates a significant gap when considering perceived effectiveness of 

specific policies and practices. To date, opinion polls and scholarly works have typically 

focused on questions regarding confidence and trust in the government, fear of another 

terrorist attack and a potential shift toward security versus the protection of civil liberties. 

Only a few polls and studies have directly addressed public perception of specific 

counterterrorism policies or practices. When public perception of effectiveness was 

polled directly, the focus is normally tied to a current event, such as the London bombing, 

or political scandal, like allegations of NSA warrantless wiretapping in 2005 (Risen & 

Lichtblau, 2005) that narrows the scope of the question to a particular counterterrorism 

practice or domain like airport security. In addition, opinion polls lack the capacity for a 

more detailed examination of public opinion and its relationships with other factors. 

Academic research and analysis of opinion and polling has tried to fill this void however 

it has been limited by concentrating on a potential shift in public support for civil liberties 

for security.  

This study will expand knowledge on public perception of effectiveness of 

specific counterterrorism policies. The research focuses on public perception of the 

effectiveness of seven specific policies that were proposed or implemented prior to the 
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passage of the USA Patriot Improvement and Reauthorization Act of 2005: installing 

video surveillance cameras in public places, conducting bag and package searches on 

planes, trains, subways and buses, monitoring internet communications, examining 

financial statements, monitoring telephone communications, reviewing library records 

and examining medical records. This study poses two main questions: 1) “Does the 

public believe these seven counterterrorism practices are an effective way to prevent 

terrorism?”; and, 2) What factors influence perceptions of effectiveness? Previous 

research has examined perceived effectiveness through measures such as: approval for 

the Patriot Act, perceived threat of terrorism, risk of becoming a terrorism victim, fear of 

terrorism, perceived or actual victimization of terrorism, confidence in the government to 

prevent terrorism, willingness to give up personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism, 

importance of civil liberties versus safety from terrorism, and concern over whether or 

not the government’s counterterrorism policies go too far in restricting civil liberties or 

not far enough to adequately protect the country, as well as demographic variables of 

education, age, race, citizenship, political ideology and religious preference. The study 

examines the relationship between direct measures of perceived effectiveness and the 

measures used in prior literature.  
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DATA AND METHODS 

Data'
This study uses survey responses from a random sample of 574 adult 

undergraduate and graduate students from a mid-Atlantic university collected via the 

Internet from February 12 to March 13, 2006. The overall survey was designed to capture 

attitudes toward domestic counterterrorism policies and practices (Johnson et al., 2011). 

The initial survey was distributed via e-mail to a random sample of 2,487 students. In an 

effort to increase the response rate, Johnson and her colleagues offered participants a 

chance to win one of ten $50 gift cards, and also sent two follow up e-mails to those who 

did not initially respond. A 23 percent response rate was recorded for the survey. Table 1 

describes the sample demographics.
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Table 1 - Sample Descriptives 
Variable     Percentage 
Gender       

Male     36.8 
Female     63.2 

Age      
18-25     61.3 
26-35     23.9 
36-45     7.6 
46-70     7.2 

Racial/ethnic background  
White     58.6 
Black     5.2 
Hispanic/Latino   5.3 
Asian/Pacific Islander 9.8 
South Asian   5.9 
Multiracial   10.5 
Other     4.6 

Class standing    
Freshman   7.9 
Sophomore   13.5 
Junior     21.9 
Senior     14.5 
Graduate Student   42.3 

Nativity    
Born in the U.S.   75.3 
Foreign born   24.7 

Political ideology    
Very liberal   6.7 
Liberal     31.3 
Moderate   47.1 
Conservative   13.3 
Very conservative   1.6 

Religious preference    
Protestant   20.6 
Catholic     24.3 
Jewish     2.0 
Islam     5.5 
No religion   26.8 
Other     20.8 
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Dependent'Variables'

Seven dependent variables were created from a series of questions designed to 

measure respondents’ perceptions of the effectiveness of several proposed or 

implemented counterterrorism practices. The seven questions were as follows: “In your 

opinion, how effective are the following practices as a method to prevent terrorism in this 

[the United States] country?” The practices that were specified in the survey included:  

1. Installing video surveillance cameras in public places 
2. Conducting bag and package searches on planes, trains, subways and 

buses 
3. Monitoring Internet communications 
4. Examining financial statements 
5. Monitoring telephone communications 
6. Reviewing library records 
7. Examining medical records  

Original responses were recorded through a four-item response scale: “very 

effective, somewhat effective, not too effective, or not at all effective.”2 In order to 

provide clarity of respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness, responses were recoded into 

a dichotomous variable where 0 represented a response of “ineffective,” which combined 

responses of not at all effective and not too effective, and 1 represented a response of 

“effective,” combining somewhat effective or very effective. 

 

 

                                                
2
!See!Table!10!in!Appendix!B!for!valid!percent!and!frequencies!of!ordinal!response!categories.!
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Independent'Variables'

Independent variables were derived from Johnson et al.’s (2011) survey and 

mirror independent variables used in prior research. For this study, independent variables 

reflect measures of public opinion on terrorism and counterterrorism from prior literature 

and polling, such as,  approval for the Patriot Act, perceived threat of terrorism, risk of 

becoming a terrorism victim, fear of terrorism, perceived or actual victimization of 

terrorism, confidence in the government to prevent terrorism, willingness to give up 

personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism, importance of civil liberties versus safety 

from terrorism, and concern over whether or not the government’s counterterrorism 

policies go too far in restricting civil liberties or not far enough to adequately protect the 

country. In addition, this study also measured the impact of demographic characteristics 

of race, gender, age, class standing, political ideology, nativity, and religious preference 

on individual perceptions of effectiveness.  

Measures of opinion on counterterrorism policy were collected in the original 

survey by (Johnson et al., 2011) and are similar to measures studied in survey literature 

on terrorism and counterterrorism. Measurement of respondents’ approval or disapproval 

of the USA Patriot Act, which was renewed just prior to the conclusion of the data 

collection for this survey on March 7, 2006, were such that higher scores indicated 

greater approval: strongly disapprove (coded 1), mostly disapprove (coded 2), mostly 

approve (coded 3), and strongly approve (coded 4).  

The following question was used to measure perceived threat of terrorism: “Do 

you think the threat of terrorism against the U.S. has increased, decreased or stayed about 
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the same since September 11, 2001?” Responses were recoded as decreased (coded 1), 

stayed about the same (coded 2) and increased (coded 3).  

The independent variable perceived risk, was measured with the item: “In your 

opinion, how likely is it that you, or someone you know personally, will become a victim 

of a terrorist attack in the next year?” Responses were coded as, not at all likely (coded 

1), not too likely (coded 2), somewhat likely (coded 3), and very likely (coded 4). Fear of 

becoming a terrorist victim was also identified in prior literature (PEW, 2012) and is used 

as an independent variable created from responses to the question: “How often do you 

fear becoming a victim of a terrorist attack?” Response options included never (coded 1), 

not too often (coded 2), somewhat often (coded 3), and very often (coded 4). 

Victimization and vicarious victimization were also taken into account as a possible 

explanation for an individual’s perceived effectiveness of counterterrorism policies and 

were measured using the following question: “Have you, or someone you know 

personally, ever been a victim of a terrorist attack?” Respondents’ answers included no 

(coded 0) and yes (coded 1). 

Confidence was measured as “How much confidence do you have in the 

government’s ability to prevent terrorist attacks in the U.S.?” Responses included no 

confidence (coded 1), a little confidence (coded 2), some confidence (coded 3), and a lot 

of confidence (coded 4).  

Davis (2007) measured opinion on the importance of civil liberty versus security 

and used these measures to comment on public perception of counterterrorism 

effectiveness. In order to examine whether or not a relationship exists between opinions 
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on civil liberties and perceptions of effectiveness, this study used Johnson and her 

colleagues’ (2011) measures of respondents’ opinions on civil liberties and security and 

is included as a measure of importance: “Which do you think is more important?” 

protecting your civil liberties and privacy from government intrusion (coded 0) or 

protecting your safety and surroundings from terrorism (coded 1). A measure of 

willingness to give up civil liberties was analyzed through responses to: “How willing are 

you to give up some of your personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism in the United 

States?” Responses included not at all willing (coded 1), not too willing (coded 2), 

somewhat willing (coded 3), or very willing (coded 4) (Davis, 2007; pollingreport.com; 

The Pew Research Center, 2012). Likewise, concern that counterterrorism measures 

restrict civil liberties was measured through: “Which concerns you more about the 

government’s anti-terrorism policies?” Responses were either: they may go too far in 

restricting the average person’s civil liberties (coded 0), or they may not go far enough to 

adequately protect the country (coded 1).  

Several demographic characteristics were also included as independent variables. 

Gender was recoded into a dummy variable: 1 for male and 0 for female. Race was 

recoded into a dichotomous variable due to small sample sizes within the available 

categories, where 1 indicates White and 0 indicates non-White. Dummy variables were 

also used for status in school where 1 was used for graduate student and 0 for 

undergraduate; foreign-born was also coded 1 and native-born 0. Religious preference 

was also collapsed into a dummy variable where 1 represents respondents who practice 

Islam and 0 for all other and no religion. Political ideology was compressed into a three-
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category scale: 1 liberal, 2 moderate, and 3 conservative due to the low response rate 

collected within the five category variable. Lastly, respondents’ age ranged from 18 to 70 

years old and was self-reported. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 2. 

 
 

Table 2 - Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables 

 N Minimum Maximum Std. Deviation 
     

Approval of the Patriot Act 506 1.00 4.00 .877 

Threat of terrorism 573 1.00 3.00 .71206 

Perceived risk of becoming terrorism victim 566 1.00 4.00 .73812 

Fear of becoming terrorism victim 569 1.00 4.00 .69733 

Terrorism victim/vicarious victimization 567 .00 1.00 .39849 

Confidence in government to prevent terrorism 572 1.00 4.00 .85635 

Importance of civil liberties vs. security 570 .00 1.00 .50036 

Concerns about CT policy 571 .00 1.00 .46640 

Willingness cede some civil liberties to prevent terrorism 573 1.00 4.00 .85919 

White 561 .00 1.00 .49291 

Male 573 .00 1.00 .48275 

Age of respondent 569 18.00 70.00 9.47097 

Graduate Student 572 .00 1.00 .49448 

Political Conservatism 571 1.00 3.00 .69014 

Nativity 570 .00 1.00 .43186 

Religious Preference (Islam) 563 .00 1.00 .22830 
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'

Analysis'Plan'
Analyses were carried out in several stages. First, univariate, or descriptive, 

analysis was used to answer this paper’s primary question: How do respondents perceive 

the effectiveness of seven specific counterterrorism practices?  

Second, bivariate analysis was employed to examine the relationships between 

direct measures of perceived effectiveness drawn from this dataset and opinion measures 

commonly used in prior research. This analysis utilized a two-tailed Chi-square test of 

significance for each relationship. Chi-square is commonly used to test for significant 

relationships between ordinal as well as nominal level variables. It is important to note, 

however, that Chi-square does not allow for a test of directional hypothesis because it 

does not recognize the categorical value assigned to ordinal level variables (Weisburd & 

Britt, 2007). Rather, it treats them as unranked nominal level variables. Therefore, if a 

significant relationship between an independent and dependent variable is found, it is not 

possible to make a judgment regarding which variable influences or causes the other. In 

order for a relationship to be considered significant, this paper uses a significance level of 

.05 or less (Wiesburd & Britt, 2007).  

Because Chi-square tests do not determine the direction or strength of the 

relationship, a test of association is used to gauge the strength of each bivariate 

relationship. Somer’s d is the appropriate measure of association because the categorical 

variables used in this analysis do not share equal numbers of responses in every case. 

Furthermore, Somer’s d was used because it also provides a measure of proportional 

reduction in error (PRE), which indicates by how much the independent variable helps to 
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reduce the error when defining the dependent variable, perception of effectiveness. A 

significant Somer’s d correlation coefficient describes the strength of association between 

independent variables and perceived effectiveness as well as PRE, the percentage of how 

much the independent variable decreases prediction errors of perceived effectiveness. 

The third stage of analysis consisted of multivariate logistic regression. Logistic 

regression was used because the dependent variables are dichotomous, measuring 

responses of effective or ineffective (Pampel, 2000) and helps to answer the question of 

whether or not the independent variables are predictive of respondents’ perception of 

effectiveness. Logistic regression was also used to examine whether or not demographic 

variables have an influence on respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness.  
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Perceived'Effectiveness'of'Counterterrorism'Practices'

The primary task of this study is to identify whether or not respondents thought 

that seven current or proposed U.S. counterterrorism practices and policies were 

effective. Univariate analysis of the seven dependent variables illustrates that respondents 

believed that installing video surveillance cameras in public places (76.3%, combining 

very effective and somewhat effective) and conducting bag and package searches on 

planes, trains, subways and buses (84.4%) are overwhelmingly considered to be effective. 

Perception of effectiveness for monitoring the Internet (58.2%), monitoring telephone 

communications (63.4%) and examining financial statements (53.7%) are also perceived 

to be effective by a majority of respondents. Conversely, only 30.7 and 21.3 percent of 

respondents perceived reviewing library records and examining medical records as 

effective tools for preventing terrorism (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1 – Percent of Respondents' Who Perceive Each Practice as Effective 

 
 

Potential'Influences'on'Direct'Measures'of'Perceived'of'Effectiveness''
Presently, it is unknown whether or not it is appropriate to consider prior 

measures, such as survey questions regarding perceived threat of terrorism, risk and fear 

of terrorism, and opinions on civil liberties and security, as accurate representations of 

perceived effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices. Figure 2 illustrates that a 

majority of respondents approved of the Patriot Act, were confident that in the 

government’s ability to prevent terrorism, were willing to give up freedoms for safety and 

thought that it was more important to protect our safety. As a result, it is not difficult to 

understand why analysis of these results may also include commentary on the perceived 

effectiveness of counterterrorism policy. However, as demonstrated in Figure 1, 

respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness change when specific counterterrorism 
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practices are provided. Without further analysis, it is incorrect to assume that prior 

measures of public opinion accurately portray specific perceptions of effectiveness. In 

order to expand the analysis, Chi-square tests of significance and Somer’s d measures of 

association were used to test the relationships between these variables and direct 

measures of effectiveness.  

 

Figure 2 – Overall Percentages of Respondents’ Opinions Related to Counterterrorism3 

 
 

It was found that measures of “approval of the Patriot Act” and “confidence in the 

government” were significantly related to the perceived effectiveness of each of the seven 

counterterrorism measures included in the analysis. Overall, 56 percent (N= 283) of 

                                                
3
!Original responses of mostly approve and strongly approve; some confidence and a lot of confidence; and, 

somewhat willing and very willing were combined for clarity.!
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respondents approved of the Patriot Act, legislation that included or proposed to include 

each of the counterterrorism strategies outlined above. Additionally, 56.5 percent of 

respondents (N=323) also had some or a lot of confidence in the government to prevent 

terrorism. Chi-square tests of significance confirmed that there were significant 

relationships (p < .01) between respondents’ approval of the Patriot Act and confidence 

in the government and their perception of the effectiveness of each of the seven 

counterterrorism practices. As a result, significant relationships between each 

counterterrorism practice signals that measures of approval of the Patriot Act and 

confidence in the government might serve as accurate reflections of perceived 

effectiveness. 

In order to explore this relationship more fully, the direction and strength of the 

relationships between the dependent and independent variables were assessed using 

Somers’ d tests of correlation.4 Measures of association were significant between each of 

the seven counterterrorism methods and the independent variables—approval of the 

Patriot Act and confidence in the government. The positive relationship between the 

seven counterterrorism practices and approval of the Patriot Act, as well as confidence in 

the government, indicated that when respondents’ report higher levels of approval for the 

Patriot Act, or confidence in the government, they were more likely to perceive each of 

the individual counterterrorism practices as effective. This can also be explained 

                                                
4
!See!Appendix!C!for!an!additional!measure!of!correlation,!Kendall’s!Tau!c.#Kendall’s!Tau!c!is!also!used!with!
ordinal!measures!when!the!number!of!rows!is!unequal!the!number!of!columns!compared.!However,!it!

does!not!provide!a!PRE!measure.!Somers’!d!was!used!because!it!can!measure!any!number!of!rows!and!

columns!and!also!provides!a!PRE!measure.!!
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conversely, where disapproval for the Patriot Act, or no confidence in the government, 

signified a belief that the counterterrorism practices were ineffective.  

The Somer’s d correlation measure, also presents a proportional reduction in error 

measure (PRE). A PRE measure describes how much the independent variable reduces 

the error in defining the dependent variable. In this case, respondents’ approval or 

disapproval of the Patriot Act and their confidence in the government lowered prediction 

errors of perceptions of effectiveness of individual counterterrorism practices (Table 3).  

 

Table 3 - Proportional Reduction in Error (PRE) of Approval of Patriot Act on Perceptions of Effectiveness 

 Installing 
Video 
Surveillance 

Bag and 
Package 
Searches 

Monitoring 
internet 

Monitoring 
telephone 
communications 

Examining 
financial 
statements 

Reviewing 
library 
records 

Examining 
medical 
records 

Approval 
of the 
Patriot Act 

18.7 % 12.7% 32.5% 35.0% 26.8% 24.1% 15.0% 

Confidence 
in the 
government 
prevent 
terrorism 

16.6% 11.3% 25.2% 29.6% 21.1% 19.4% 15.5% 

 

Although all PRE scores were found to be significant, the overall reduction in error 

remains below 35 percent for all of the variables. Consequently, there is a lack of strong 

evidence in order to definitively conclude that measures approval of the Patriot Act and 

confidence also represent measures of perceived effectiveness.  

Since 9/11, academic literature and opinion polls have focused on public opinion 

regarding tradeoffs between civil liberty and security. This study included three measures 
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of such tradeoffs: willingness to give up personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism, 

importance of civil liberties versus safety from terrorism, and concern over the 

government’s counterterrorism policies (see Table 2). Chi-square tests of significance for 

each civil liberty measure found significant relationships and associations across all 

seven counterterrorism practices (Table 4, p < .01). Although measures of relationship 

and correlation were significant across all variables, these statistics do not provide 

conclusive results. Chi-square measures cannot prove causal direction for each 

relationship. As a result, it cannot be determined whether or not perceptions of 

effectiveness are driving, or driven by public opinion of tradeoffs between civil liberty 

and security. Furthermore, even though significant correlations were found for each 

relationship, the strengths of the relationships are low (correlations ranged from .111 to 

.361). Nevertheless, the findings suggest that there is a need for more in-depth analyses 

between perception of effectiveness and measures of tradeoffs between civil liberty and 

security.  
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Table 4 - Somers' d correlations of civil liberties measures (all measures significant p<.01) 
 Willingness to cede 

civil liberties 
Concern that CT 
measures restrict civil 
liberties 

Protecting civil 
liberties is more 
important 

Installing video 
surveillance 

.185 .147 .210 

Bag and package 
searches 

.111 .125 .154 

Monitoring internet .236 .289 .324 
Examining financial 
statements 

.236 .255 .279 

Monitoring telephone 
communications 

.248 .264 .361 

Reviewing library 
records 

.203 .272 .279 

Examining medical 
records 

.131 .165 .150 

 

The effectiveness of counterterrorism policies and practices has also been 

evaluated based on public opinion and perception of the threat of terrorism, personal risk 

of becoming a victim of terrorism, fear of terrorism, and actual or vicarious victimization 

of terrorism. Whereas measures of approval of the Patriot Act, confidence in the 

government and the measures of civil liberty tradeoffs demonstrated significant 

relationships and correlations with each of the seven counterterrorism practices included 

in this study, measures of threat, risk, fear and victimization did not demonstrate 

consistent relationships.  
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Bivariate analysis of the independent variable “threat” found that it is an 

imprecise measure to use when discussing perception of effectiveness. Cross-tabulation 

of the seven dependent variables and responses to the question: “Do you think the threat 

of terrorism against the U.S. has increased, decreased or stayed about the same since 

September 11, 2001,” yielded results where five of the dependent variables reported no 

significant relationship with the independent variable (Table 5). Additionally, none of the 

dependent variables produced a significant or strong correlation. Two dependent 

variables, perception of effectiveness of examining financial statements and examining 

medical records produced significant relationships with “threat” (p<.05); however, 

measures of correlation were not significant, illustrating a weakness of association and 

direction.  Thus, it is problematic to use the questions regarding perceptions of threat to 

comment on perceptions of effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices.  

 

Table 5 - Chi-square significance values and Somers' d correlation coefficients of the 
independent variable "Threat" 
 χ2 (significance) Somer’s d (value) 

Installing video surveillance .719 -.021 

Bag and package searches .575 -.011 

Monitoring internet .135 .053 

Examining financial statements .022* .009 

Monitoring telephone communications .308 .028 

Reviewing library records .057 .035 

Examining medical records .024* .008 
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 Analyses of the bivariate relationships between the dependent variables and 

respondents’ perceived risk of becoming a victim of terrorism found that it is not an 

accurate indicator of respondents’ perception of counterterrorism effectiveness (Table 6). 

Chi-square tests of relationship were significant between the independent variable “risk” 

and respondents’ perception of effectiveness regarding “installing video surveillance 

cameras in public places” and “reviewing library records.” Somewhat surprisingly, 

however, “reviewing library records” was found to have a significant relationship and 

correlation with risk (Table 6). Despite its significance, the correlation between risk and 

perceived effectiveness of reviewing library records is weak. Although the significance of 

the chi-square suggests that as the perception of risk increases respondents’ perceive the 

practice of reviewing library records as more effective, the lack of significance among the 

other variables and the weakness of the correlation give the impression that this result is 

an outlier.   
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Table 6 - Chi-square significance values and Somers' d correlation coefficients of the independent variable 
"Risk" 
 χ2 Somers’ d 

Installing video surveillance .005** .108 

Bag and package searches .687 .01 

Monitoring internet .403 .038 

Examining financial statements .252 .047 

Monitoring telephone communications .158 .061 

Reviewing library records .001** .128** 

Examining medical records .112 .015* 

 

 Perception of effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices and fear of 

terrorism produced several interesting and significant relationships, but it is not suited as 

a measure of perceived effectiveness. Fear of becoming a victim of terrorism was 

significantly related to respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness of video surveillance, 

bag searches, telephone monitoring and examining library records. Furthermore, every 

counterterrorism practice, except for reviewing medical records was significantly 

correlated to the independent variable fear. Measures of correlation indicated that as 

persons’ fear of becoming a victim increased, so did his or her perception of effectiveness 

for all but one counterterrorism practice. Despite having found significant correlations, 

significant relationships were not produced between effectiveness of monitoring the 
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Internet and examining financial statements. The inconsistency of these findings calls 

into question the validity of using fear as a substitute measure for the perceived 

effectiveness of specific counterterrorism policies.  

 

Table 7 - Chi-square significance values and Somers' d correlation coefficients of the independent variable 
"Fear" 
 χ2 Somers’ d 

Installing video surveillance .000** .148** 

Bag and package searches .043* .074** 

Monitoring internet .108 .075* 

Examining financial statements .092 .093* 

Monitoring telephone communications .006** .118** 

Reviewing library records .01** .108** 

Examining medical records .332 .081 

 

 Lastly, bivariate analysis assessed the relationship between perceived 

effectiveness and personal or vicarious victimization. Analyses demonstrated that this 

variable does not provide a good indication of respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness. 

None of the seven dependent variables produced significant relationships or correlations 

with the independent variable. This suggests that it should not be used as a measure of 

perceived effectiveness.  
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Table 8 - Chi-square significance values and Somers' d correlation coefficients of the independent variable 
"Victimization" 
 χ2 Somers’ d 

Installing video surveillance .717 .016 

Bag and package searches .281 -.041 

Monitoring internet .086 .09 

Examining financial statements .917 .005 

Monitoring telephone communications .678 .042 

Reviewing library records .846 .01 

Examining medical records .709 .016 

 

Multivariate'Analysis'

 Logistic regression analyses, with two models, were run for each counterterrorism 

practice (see Appendix D: Tables 12-18. Within each set of analyses, Model 1 was run 

using only demographic control variables and Model 2 included the control variables, as 

well as the nine independent variables described in bivariate analysis. Model 2 tested the 

predictive probability of perceiving specific counterterrorism practices as effective in 

contrast to other opinions related to terrorism and counterterrorism.  

Logistic regression presents two main statistics, the logistic regression coefficient 

(b) and the odds ratio or the exponent of B (eb). However, because the dependent variable 

is dichotomous (effective =1, ineffective =0) the logistic regression coefficient represents 

the log of the odds of perceiving the included counterterrorism practice as effective. A 
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positive logistic regression coefficient indicates an increase in the log of the odds that a 

respondent believes a counterterrorism practice is effective (Weisburd & Britt, 2007). 

Because interpreting the logistic regression coefficient is not entirely intuitive, analyses 

of the logistic regression models focuses on the odds ratio (Weisburd & Britt, 2007). The 

odds ratio represents the impact of a one-unit change in the independent variable 

(demographic and prior measures of opinion related to counterterrorism) on the ratio of 

the probability that the dependent variable (each of the counterterrorism practices) was 

seen as effective. Therefore, an odds ratio greater than 1 indicates that the odds of a 

respondent perceiving a counterterrorism practice as effective increases as the 

independent variable increases (e.g. strongly approve of the Patriot Act was coded 4 and 

strongly disapprove was coded 1). Conversely, an odds ratio of less than 1 indicates that 

the odds of perceiving a counterterrorism practice as effective decreases when the 

independent variable increases.  

In addition to the odds ratio, logistic regression models present an overall 

depiction of how well, when combined, the independent variables predict the dependent 

variable. Unlike Ordinary Least Square Regression, logistic regression does not maintain 

a direct measure of the percent of the variance explained (Weisburd & Britt, 2003). 

Therefore, the percent of correct predictions is an accepted measure of how well the 

logistic regression models predict the dependent variable, perceived effectiveness of each 

counterterrorism practice. For these analyses, it is important to note how much or how 

little the “Percent Predicted” changes between each model. A difference between Model 
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1 and Model 2 may indicate that utilizing other measures of public opinion can accurately 

predict perceptions of effectiveness.  

 Demographic control variables were used in Model 1 of each analysis in order to 

determine if respondents’ individual characteristics influenced their perceptions of 

effectiveness. None of the demographic independent variables were found to be 

significant across all counterterrorism practices. However, respondents’ “political 

conservatism” was found to significantly increase the odds of perceived effectiveness for 

five of the seven counterterrorism practices, all of which involved practices that required 

more intrusion into the private sphere. It is possible that “political conservatism” was not 

found to significantly increase the odds of perceived effectiveness “installing video 

cameras in public places” and “conducting bag and package searches” because these 

practices are viewed as less intrusive and are publicly displayed to protect citizens from 

terrorism. Furthermore, this finding did not persist in Model 2. Once prior measures of 

terrorism-related public opinion were included, “political conservatism” was found to 

significantly increase the odds of perceived effectiveness only for the counterterrorism 

practice “examining financial statements.” 

Similarly, other demographic variables were found to significantly influence the 

odds of respondents’ perceived effectiveness, but not across all of the counterterrorism 

practices. For example, the odds of perceiving bag and package searches as effective 

significantly decreased across both models if the respondent was male. This may be 

because males do not always carry bags with them and therefore are not always searched 

at checkpoints. Also, it was found that being born outside of the U.S. significantly 
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decreased the odds of perceiving the monitoring of telephone communications as 

effective in each model. It is possible that those born outside of the U.S. believe that he or 

she is more of a target for surveillance and therefore believe that monitoring telephone 

communication is not effective.  

Significant findings were also discovered for several other demographic variables 

in Model 1. For example, as a respondents’ age increased, the odds that the respondent 

believed that bag and package searches were effective decreased. An explanation for this 

finding may exist by examining other variables, because as respondents’ age increased, 

their perception of the effectiveness of examining financial statements increased. This 

may indicate a greater familiarity and understanding of terrorism counterterrorism policy; 

it also coincides with a non-significant variable, being a graduate student, and a 

significant variable, political conservatism, were also found to also increase the odds that 

a respondent perceived monitoring financial records as effective. Therefore, it is likely 

that there are a multitude of factors that contribute to, and explain, respondents’ 

perceptions of effectiveness. It is important to note, however, that majority of the 

demographic variables did not maintained their significance in Model 25 (Table 9). 

                                                
5
!Because!the!independent!variables!measure!similar!aspects!of!respondents’!opinions!on!terrorism!and!

counterterrorism,!multicollinearity!may!exist.!Multicollinearity!occurs!when!independent!variables!are!

highly!correlated!with!one!another!and!can!create!problems!in!regression!analyses,!such!as!inaccurate!

estimations!of!the!regression!coefficients.!Analyses!of!variance!inflation!factors!(VIF)!and!tolerance!levels!

between!the!independent!variable!suggest!that!multicollinearity!does!not!exist.!Tolerance!levels!ranged!

from!.452!to!.939!and!VIF!ranged!from!1.063!to!2.211.!!
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Likewise, of the nine prior measures of terrorism-related public opinion included 

in Model 2, only “confidence in the government to prevent terrorism” was consistently 

found to be significant across each of the counterterrorism practices (Table 9). The odds 

of perceiving each counterterrorism practice as effective increased as respondents’ 

confidence in the government increased. This finding reflects earlier bivariate analyses 

where confidence in the government also produced significant relationships across all the 

dependent variables. No other independent variable was found to be significant among all 

seven counterterrorism practices. This suggests that a measure of confidence in the 

government will coincide with individual perceptions of effectiveness for specific 

counterterrorism policies.  

 Other findings were less consistent. In Model 2, no other obvious patterns of 

significance emerged among prior measures of opinion on counterterrorism. Therefore, it 

appears that these measures do not fully explain respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness 

when considering a specific counterterrorism practice. Whereas respondents’ approval of 

the Patriot Act was significant across all bivariate measures, respondents’ who approved 

of the Patriot Act only had greater odds of perceiving “monitoring internet 

communications” and “monitoring telephone communications” as effective. It is possible 

that this relationship was confounded by individual characteristics such as “political 

conservatism” or opinions on civil liberties. Another possible explanation could include 

the possibility that respondents were unaware of what specific practices were included in 

the Patriot Act. If this is the case, this finding lends support to the idea that direct 
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measures of perceived effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices provide a more 

nuanced understanding of public attitudes than broad measures of policy approval.     

The findings also challenge the idea that measures of public opinion of tradeoffs 

between civil liberties and security accurately depict respondents’ perceptions of 

effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices. Although the three civil liberty 

measures included in this study were found to have significant bivariate relationships and 

correlations with each of the counterterrorism practices, they were not found to be 

significant across all counterterrorism practices in Model 2. Respondents’ willingness to 

give up personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism was found to only significantly 

increase respondents’ odds of perceiving the installation of video cameras in public 

places and the examination of financial statements as effective. Likewise, it was found 

that believing that “protecting your safety and surroundings from terrorism” was more 

important than “protecting your civil liberties and privacy from government intrusion” 

only significantly increased the odds of perceiving the monitoring of telephone 

communications as effective. Additionally, no significant findings were recorded for the 

measure of respondents “concerns about the government’s anti-terrorism policies.” As a 

consequence, analyses of public opinion on civil liberties and security should not be 

applied to respondent’s perceptions of counterterrorism effectiveness.  

Findings from Model 2 illustrate the difficulty of identifying independent 

variables that consistently predict an increase in the odds that respondents will perceive 

specific counterterrorism practices as effective. Overall, however, the analyses 

demonstrate that the independent variables are strong predictors of perceived 
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effectiveness for each counterterrorism practice. By including only the demographic 

control variables in Model 1, the percent predicted ranged from 59.7 percent to 83.6 

percent. This indicates that there were already strong rates of overall prediction for each 

model before the addition of prior terrorism-related measures of public opinion. 

Therefore, one important aspect to consider is the change in the percent predicted once 

the nine terrorism-related measures of public opinion were added to Model 2. Again, the 

range, 70.2 percent to 84.7 percent, illustrates a strong predictive model for each 

counterterrorism practice. However, when looking at the net comparison for each 

counterterrorism practice, it is evident that previous measures of terrorism-related public 

opinion have the greatest impact on the prediction rate of respondents’ perception of 

effectiveness regarding “monitoring internet communication” (+10.9%), “monitoring 

financial records” (+8.3%), and “monitoring telephone communications” (+10%).6 

                                                
6
!Forward!conditional!logistic!regression!(not!shown)!demonstrated!that!only!a!handful!of!variables!are!

responsible!for!increases!in!percent!predicted!in!Model!2!for!each!corresponding!dependent!variable.!This!

suggests!that!terrorism\related!measures!are!not!equivalent!to!respondents’!perceived!of!effectiveness!of!

specific!counterterrorism!practices.!
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DISCUSSION 

The primary goal of this study was to discover how respondents’ perceive the 

effectiveness of seven counterterrorism measures. Analyses found that 76.3 percent of 

respondents thought that installing video surveillance cameras in public places was 

effective; 84.4 percent of respondents thought that conducting bag and package searches 

on planes, trains, subways and buses is effective; 58.2 percent believed that monitoring 

internet communications was effective; 63.4 percent believed that monitoring telephone 

communications was effective; 53.7 percent believed that examining financial statements 

was effective; 30.7 percent believed reviewing library records was effective; and, 21.3 

percent believed examining medical records was effective.  

A comparison of these results with prior polling on the perceived effectiveness of 

counterterrorism practices suggests there is a consistency in public perception of 

counterterrorism effectiveness over time.  This pattern contradicts the idea that public 

opinion is greatly influenced and shaped by current events (Stimson, 2004; Matthew & 

Shambaugh, 2005; Davis, 2007). Leading up to Johnson et. al.’s (2011) survey in 2006 

there were several events that could have influenced participants’ responses. In Madrid 

(March, 2004) and London (July, 2005), bombs were exploded on a passenger train and 

in a London Underground station, which could explain why 76.3 and 84.4 percent of 

respondents perceived installing video surveillance and bag and package searches as 
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effective. However, one would also expect that allegations of warrantless wiretapping by 

the NSA, revealed two months before survey responses were collected, in December 

2005 (Risen & Lichtblau, 2005), would have had a negative impact on the perceived 

effectiveness of monitoring telephone communications. Nevertheless, 63.4 percent of 

respondents perceived it as an effective method to prevent terrorism. 

One reason the results may not demonstrate the influence of context on public 

opinion is because the respondents were college undergraduates and graduate students, 

who may not have been as cognizant of current events. At the same time, however, the 

results offer insight into the thoughts and opinions of a unique part of the population that 

grew up in an era of increasing security and culture of counterterrorism. It is likely that 

this was the first time that many of the respondents were legally eligible (age 18 or older) 

to answer survey questions and were not part of survey or polling responses immediately 

following 9/11.  

Unlike the survey conducted by Newsweek (Appendix A), as well as other polls 

that immediately followed 9/11, the present findings may also signal a generational 

divide in perceptions of effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices and also 

support the concept that dramatic change develops over time and is produced 

systematically (Stimson, 2004). It may be that because most of the respondents had 

grown up in an era of increased security in response to terrorism, their perceptions of 

effectiveness were permanently altered and not just influenced by a singular event.  

Furthermore, it appears that the public may define counterterrorism effectiveness 

as the non-occurrence of terrorist attacks inside the U.S. At the time of the survey, no 
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major terrorist attacks had taken place on U.S. soil since 9/11; therefore, respondents’ 

may have been more likely to perceive these counterterrorism practices as effective. 

Without the immediacy of a terrorist attack in the United States and in spite of allegations 

of encroachments on civil liberties, the case can be made that the results produced from 

this sample reflect a substantial cultural and generational shift in perceptions of 

counterterrorism policy that are not significantly altered by current events.   

The second question of this study was whether or not indirect or generalized 

measures of public opinion on terrorism and counterterrorism used in prior literature are 

significantly related to and accurately predict respondents’ perceptions of effectiveness of 

specific counterterrorism practices. Bivariate analyses demonstrated mixed evidence of 

relationships between indirect or generalized measures of opinion on terrorism and 

counterterrorism and direct measures of perceived effectiveness of specific 

counterterrorism practices. Significant bivariate relationships were discovered between 

measures of approval of the Patriot Act, confidence in the government to prevent 

terrorism, willingness to give up personal freedoms in order to prevent terrorism, 

importance of civil liberties versus safety from terrorism, and concern over whether or 

not the government’s counterterrorism policies go too far in restricting civil liberties or 

not far enough to adequately protect the country, and perceptions of effectiveness for 

each the seven counterterrorism practices. Although the bivariate statistics suggest that 

these measures may be related to a direct examination of perceived effectiveness of 

specific counterterrorism practices, they are not causal or predictive. Furthermore, the 

strength of the associations between these variables and the seven counterterrorism 
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practices are weak. Therefore, despite their significance, there is no definitive evidence 

that suggests that future research or analyses should use these prior public opinion 

measures in place of direct measures of perceived effectiveness.  

Multivariate analysis provided additional evidence as to why indirect measures 

are not necessarily accurate predictors of perceived effectiveness. When all of the 

independent measures were considered together, logistic regression only produced a 

significant finding for “confidence in the government to prevent terrorism” between each 

of the counterterrorism practices. Because the odds of perceiving effectiveness 

consistently increased for this variable, confidence in the government to prevent 

terrorism, there is a need to produce a more nuanced understanding how it interacts and 

relates with direct measures of perceived effectiveness.  

The significant relationship and predictive probability of perceived effectiveness 

of each counterterrorism policy and high levels of confidence in the government to 

prevent terrorism is important to consider in light of prior research. This finding suggests 

that measures of confidence in the government may accurately represent respondents’ 

perceptions of counterterrorism effectiveness.  This result is similar to that of Nakhaie 

and de Lint (2013), who found that measures of trust in the government were significant 

when respondents discussed their attitudes toward surveillance and security in Canada 

and the United States. Although the present study did not set out to measure levels of 

trust, the results suggest that levels of confidence have a significant impact on individual 

perceptions of counterterrorism policies. Future research should more fully explore 
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measures of confidence as an accurate predictor of perceptions of effectiveness and 

support for counterterrorism practices.  

Although this study provides several new insights on public perceptions of 

counterterrorism effectiveness, there are also several limitations to the research. Most 

important is the fact that the analyses performed do not account for causal direction of 

any relationships. Whereas Gabbidon et al. (2012) used perceived effectiveness as an 

independent variable to explain support for a specific counterterrorism policy, this study 

used the perceived effectiveness of seven counterterrorism policies as dependent 

variables. Therefore, it remains unclear as to whether or not measures of public opinion, 

like confidence in the government, precede an individual’s perception of effectiveness. 

Additionally, the sample used for this study is not representative of the American public. 

It is possible that, because the sample was obtained from a mid-Atlantic university 

located in proximity to the attacks of 9/11, the results are skewed and not representative 

of the general population. Furthermore, the study does not include a sufficient sample of 

minorities and respondents who practiced Islam to adequately assess what role, if any, 

demographic factors may have in forming perceptions of effectiveness. Another 

limitation to this study is that it is a secondary analysis. The questions used for analysis 

may not completely explain or identify factors that also have a relationship with 

perceptions of effectiveness. Regardless of these limitations, this study provides 

significant findings that can be used as a foundation for future research and opinion 

polling on the perceived effectiveness of counterterrorism.  
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IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS  

Evidence-based research on the effectiveness of counterterrorism practices is 

limited due to difficulties in obtaining access to data as well as defining and measuring 

effectiveness (Pearl, 2005; Lum et al. 2006). However, in response to crises such as the 

terrorist attacks of 9/11, policymakers need to demonstrate that they are doing something 

to ensure the safety of the American public (Garland, 2001), even if such actions are not 

evidence-based. Even though there is no clear evidence that suggests that policymakers 

consciously follow the “democracy at work” or “elite claimsmaker” paradigms, public 

opinion is thought to play a considerable role in policymaking (Beckett, 1997; Gest, 

2001; Prewitt et. al., 2012).  

A theory proposed by Stimson (2004) and research by Davis (2007) suggests that 

public opinion changes in a cyclical manner that is reliant on sociopolitical context and is 

reflected through policy changes. Findings from this study, however, call this perspective 

into question. Whereas prior public opinion measures, such as individual willingness to 

trade civil liberties for security, have been shown to vary over time  and in response to 

current events (The Pew Research Center, 2011), direct measures of the perceived 

effectiveness of specific counterterrorism practices appear to be consistently supported 

over time. Despite being more than four years removed from 9/11, this study presents 

results that mirror polls and studies that were conducted immediately following the 
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attacks (see Appendix A), as well as more recent polling results that are directly tied to a 

current event (e.g. the attempted Christmas Day bombing in 2010), contradicting the idea 

that public opinion changes in response to current events. More specifically, this study 

presents survey data that was collected two months after allegations of NSA phone 

tapping were revealed in December of 2005. Despite the allegations, 63.4 percent of 

respondents perceived telephone monitoring as an effective tool to prevent terrorism in 

the U.S., suggesting that public perceptions of effectiveness may be more stable and less 

altered by current events other measures of terrorism-related public opinion (Stimson, 

2004; Davis, 2007; Matthew & Shambaugh, 2005). 

Although the present study does not address directly how policymakers are 

influenced by public opinion and perceptions, the possibility that public perceptions of 

counterterrorism effectiveness may persist over time allows for the opportunity to 

consider how public perceptions of counterterrorism effectiveness might impact 

policymaking. If policymakers rely on measures of public opinion and perception when 

making policy decisions, public perceptions of effectiveness may play a key 

policymaking role. Rather than making decisions based on public opinion polling results 

that are often influenced by current events, policymakers might rely on more stable 

measures of perceived effectiveness.  

This possibility is supported by the fact that many of the counterterrorism 

practices that were perceived as effective in this study as well as Newsweek’s 2001 poll, 

are incorporated into legislation such as the Patriot Sunsets Extension Act of 2011 

(S.990—112th Congress, 2011) and are allegedly implemented by federal agencies 
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responsible for counterterrorism operations (Gellman & Soltani, 2013). Therefore, it is 

possible that stability of public perceptions of effectiveness may help to explain the 

stability of U.S. counterterrorism policy and practice, despite variations in other measures 

of terrorism-related public opinion and reaction to current events. 

Such a statement, however, can only be made if there is substantial evidence that 

measures of perceived effectiveness are more stable and do not rise in the same manner 

as public opinion polling (Stimson, 2004). Even though there appears to be a pattern 

between public perceptions and U.S. counterterrorism policy and practice, currently there 

is not enough direct polling or survey data that examines perceptions of effectiveness of 

specific counterterrorism practices to conclude that there is a definitive correlation or a 

causal relationship between counterterrorism practices that are perceived to be effective 

and their implementation.  

Future research can investigate this claim by comparing this study’s findings with 

more current results. One particularly interesting line of research would be to examine the 

longevity and consistency of this study’s findings. For example, would a majority of 

respondents still perceive internet monitoring and telephone monitoring to be effective in 

the wake of recent allegations that the NSA gathered data on telephone calls and 

monitored and hacked into global and U.S. internet communications (Gellman & Soltani, 

2013)? New data on public perceptions on the effectiveness of internet and telephone 

monitoring, and other counterterrorism practices, would also deepen our understanding of 

a possible relationship between perceptions of effectiveness and action or inaction taken 

by policymakers (Kravets, 2013).  
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The findings from this research illustrate that perceptions of effectiveness differ 

from commonly-used measures of terrorism-related public opinion. As result, public 

opinion polls and surveys should include measures of perceived effectiveness for specific 

counterterrorism practices. Doing so will allow more accurate analysis and commentary 

on the perceptions of the American public that can be compared over time and in relation 

to current events. Also, if future research consistently investigates public perceptions of 

effectiveness regarding counterterrorism practices, instead of focusing on prior measures 

of public opinion, such as the potential for a fundamental shift in Americans’ preference 

for civil liberties in exchange for security from terrorism (Davis, 2007), there is the 

opportunity for greater insight into the role that public perceptions of effectiveness have 

on the policy making process. However, in order to uncover the true role of public 

opinion and perception in the policy making process, scholars must also make a 

concerted to gather evidence to support or refute theoretical predictions about the role of 

public opinion on policymakers’ decision-making processes.  
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APPENDIX A 

Newsweek Poll conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates. Sept. 20-21, 
2001. N=1,005 adults nationwide. MoE ±3. 

 
“How Effective do you think each of the following would 
be in preventing terrorist attacks in the future? What about 
[see below]? Would this be very effective, somewhat 
effective, not too effective or not at all effective?” 
 

“More intelligence agents in the field to monitor terrorist activities and infiltrate terrorist 
groups” 
 
Very 69% Somewhat 23%  Not Too 4% Not At All 2%  Don’t Know 2% 
 
“Locating and freezing the sources of funding that support terrorism, even if it intrudes 
on normal banking operations 
 
Very 64% Somewhat 24%  Not Too 5% Not At All 4%  Don’t Know 3% 
 
“Capturing and putting on trial Osama bin Laden and others suspected of orchestrating 
terrorist attacks” 
 
Very 52% Somewhat 31%  Not Too 8% Not At All 7%  Don’t Know 2% 
 
“Military strikes against terrorist targets, even if there might be civilian casualties” 
 
Very 46% Somewhat 31%  Not Too 11% Not At All 8%  Don’t Know 4% 
 
“Killing suspected terrorist leaders, as Israel does” 
 
Very 45% Somewhat 30%  Not Too 12% Not At All 9%  Don’t Know 4% 
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APPENDIX B 

 

Table 10 - Valid percent and frequencies of ordinal responses recorded for dependent variables 
 Very effective Somewhat 

effective 
Not too 
effective 

Not at all 
effective 

Installing video 
surveillance 
cameras in public 
places (N=570) 

29.3 
(167) 

47.0 
(268) 

18.4 
(105) 

5.3 
(30) 

Conducting bag and 
package searches 
on planes, trains, 
subways, and buses 
(N=570) 

37.4  
(213) 

47.0  
(268) 

12.3  
(70) 

3.3  
(19) 

Monitoring internet 
communications 
(N=567) 

16.9 
(96) 

41.3 
(234) 

34.0 
(193) 

7.8 
(44) 

Examining 
financial statements 
(N=566) 

13.8 
(78) 

39.9 
(226) 

33.6 
(190) 

12.7 
(72) 

Monitoring 
telephone 
communications 
(N=567) 

19.4 
(110) 

45.0 
(255) 

26.8  
(152) 

8.8 
(50) 

Reviewing library 
records (N=566) 

5.3 
(30) 

25.4  
(144) 

38.9  
(220) 

30.4 
(172) 

Examining medical 
records (N=568) 

3.3 
(319) 

18.0 
(102) 

38.4 
(218) 

40.3 
(229) 
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APPENDIX C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11 - Kendall's Tau c correlation coefficients 

Significance: p<.05*; p<.01**; p<.00*** 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Table 12 - Logistic Regression of Video Surveillance 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N=470) b eb b eb 
White .180 1.197 .326 1.386 

Male -.351 .704 -.003 .997 

Age of respondent .002 1.002 -.002 .998 

Graduate student -.142 .867 -.067 .935 
Political 
conservatism .314 1.369 -.356 .700 

Nativity .417 1.517 .242 1.273 
Religious Preference 
(Islam) -.742 .476 -.976 .377 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — .139 1.149 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — .496 1.642* 

Threat of terrorism — — -.113 .893 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .507 1.660** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .228 1.256 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .357 1.429* 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — -.221 .802 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .532 1.703 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — -.226 .798 
     
Percent Predicted 75.3 77.7 
Model X2 10.138 75.928*** 
-2 Log likelihood 515.135 449.346 
Pseudo R2 .032 .222 
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Table 13 - Logistic Regression of Bag and Package Searches 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N= 470) b eb b eb 
White .292 1.340 .243 1.275 
Male -.638 .528* -.503 .605* 
Age of respondent -.028 .972* -.030 .970 

Graduate student -.223 .800 -.191 .826 
Political 
conservatism .321 1.378 -.280 .755 

Nativity .720 2.055 .595 1.814 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) .665 1.944 .728 2.070 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — -.391 .676 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — .307 1.359 

Threat of terrorism — — .027 1.027 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .487 1.628** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .100 1.105 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .250 1.284 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — -.047 .954 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .736 2.087 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — .146 1.157 

     
Percent Predicted 83.6% 84.7% 
Model X2 21.533** 59.253*** 
-2 Log likelihood 400.920 363.200 
Pseudo R2 .076 .2 
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Table 14 - Logistic Regression of Monitoring Internet Communications 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N=469) b eb b eb 
White .286 1.331 .382 1.465 
Male .063 1.065 .284 1.329 

Age of respondent .012 1.012 .012 1.012 
Graduate student .130 1.139 .213 1.238 
Political 
conservatism .666 1.947*** .009 1.009 

Nativity .244 1.277 .261 1.298 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) .740 2.096 .752 2.122 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — -.010 .990 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — -.139 .870 

Threat of terrorism — — .242 1.274 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .516 1.676*** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .559 1.748** 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .223 1.250 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — .654 1.923* 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .282 1.326 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — .241 1.272 

     
Percent Predicted 59.7% 70.6% 
Model X2 31.574*** 110.420*** 
-2 Log likelihood 608.994 530.147 
Pseudo R2 .087 .282 
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Table 15 - Logistic Regression of Examining Financial Statements 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N= 467) b eb b eb 
White -.162 .851 -.147 .863 
Male .201 1.222 .443 1.557* 

Age of respondent .024 1.025* .024 1.025 
Graduate student .201 1.223 .279 1.321 
Political 
conservatism .886 2.425*** .432 1.541* 

Nativity .005 1.005 -.153 .858 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) .701 2.015 .743 2.103 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — .043 1.044 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — .055 1.057 

Threat of terrorism — — -.028 .972 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .303 1.353* 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .212 1.236 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .380 1.463* 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — -.051 .951 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .287 1.332 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — .099 1.104 

     
Percent Predicted 61.9% 70.2% 
Model X2 47.078*** 90.126*** 
-2 Log likelihood 596.718 553.669 
Pseudo R2 .128 .235 
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Table 16 - Logistic Regression of Monitoring Telephone Communications 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N=469) b eb b eb 
White -.394 .674 -.456 .634 
Male -.171 .843 .090 1.094 

Age of respondent .021 1.022 .026 1.026 
Graduate student -.103 .902 -.014 .986 
Political 
conservatism .974 2.648*** .193 1.213 

Nativity -.623 .536* -.968 .380* 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) .429 1.535 .362 1.436 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — .030 1.031 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — .023 1.023 

Threat of terrorism — — .103 1.108 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .788 2.200*** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .552 1.737** 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .092 1.097 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — .154 1.167 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .858 2.359** 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — -.019 .981 

     
Percent Predicted 65.7% 75.7% 
Model X2 48.026*** 150.168*** 
-2 Log likelihood 608.994 466.282 
Pseudo R2 .133 .375 
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Table 17 - Logistic Regression of Reviewing Library Records 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable N=468 b eb b eb 
White -.718 .488** -.859 .423** 
Male -.150 .860 -.033 .967 
Age of respondent .011 1.011 .009 1.009 
Graduate student -.183 .833 -.074 .929 
Political 
conservatism .682 1.977*** .096 1.101 

Nativity .171 1.187 -.015 .985 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) .707 2.028 .741 2.097 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — .348 1.417 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — .000 1.000 

Threat of terrorism — — .140 1.150 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .531 1.700** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .390 1.477 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .125 1.134 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — -.264 .768 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .556 1.744 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — .235 1.265 

     
Percent Predicted 72% 73.3% 
Model X2 30.25*** 90.611*** 
-2 Log likelihood 533.865 473.504 
Pseudo R2 .089 .251 
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Table 18 - Logistic Regression of Examining Medical Records 
Model 1 Model 2 Independent 

Variable 
(N=469) b eb b eb 
White -.547 .579 -.707 .493* 
Male .276 1.318 .339 1.404 

Age of respondent -.019 .981 -.025 .975 
Graduate student -.356 .701 -.233 .792 
Political 
conservatism .700 2.013*** .182 1.200 

Nativity .766 2.151* .681 1.975* 
Religious 
Preference (Islam) 1.577 4.843* 1.733 5.656* 

Perceived risk of 
becoming terrorism 
victim 

— — .227 1.254 

Fear of becoming 
terrorism victim — — -.098 .906 

Threat of terrorism — — .009 1.009 
Confidence in the 
government to 
prevent terrorism 

— — .638 1.893** 

Approval of the 
Patriot Act — — .237 1.268 

Willingness to cede 
some civil liberties 
to prevent terrorism 

— — .189 1.208 

Terrorism 
victim/vicarious 
victimization 

— — .303 1.354 

Importance of civil 
liberties vs. security — — .123 1.131 

Concerns about CT 
policy — — .273 1.313 

     
Percent Predicted 80.8% 81.9% 
Model X2 42.829*** 77.317*** 
-2 Log likelihood 421.515 387.026 
Pseudo R2 .139 .242 
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